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File-based storage is the largest segment of the storage market, making up 80% of the total storage
requirements globally1. Thriving workloads such as content depots, server and desktop
virtualization, data sharing and collaboration requirements across globally spread businesses
significantly impact the storage and data management market today. Exponential growth of file data
generated by newer workloads and use cases are forcing increased storage innovation and driving
demand for unified, simple, scalable high performance data management and storage solutions that
can help enterprises use information more effectively to gain a competitive advantage. IT managers
and customers tasked with supporting this surge in file-based storage and equipment are looking
beyond simply adding more storage. They are searching for a holistic, effective data management
solution that can concurrently address multiple file-based workloads and integrate heterogeneous
storage hardware in addition to providing scalability, a global namespace, better application I/O
performance, swift data access without I/O bottlenecks, data availability, reliability, and smart
policy based management to help them address enterprise archival, compliance and governance
aspects of information lifecycle management.
As enterprise IT looks beyond Web 2.0 into the cloud computing era and the Internet of things2, a
common theme emerges –there is a high rate of growth of data and information. This unstructured
data growth is straining traditional file systems and network-attached storage architectures. The
variety of information, volume of data and the velocity of change challenge many IT managers to
find newer ways to improve resource utilization, while simultaneously improving service levels.
To address file-based storage needs of today’s enterprise, IBM offers General Parallel File System
(GPFS), a scalable, high-performance file management solution that can optimize the flow of
information within an organization. As mainstream compute and storage requirements scale up to
levels previously only common in High Performance Computing (HPC) environments, IBM with
GPFS is well positioned to address these enterprise computing challenges leveraging the learning
and insights gained over almost two decades of active HPC GPFS deployments worldwide. In
addition, IBM continues to invest and innovate in building large scale smart infrastructures that
effectively address these large scale storage and data management issues.
This paper is intended for IBM prospects, clients, partners, developers, and end users and provides
them insights on GPFS from the perspective of an application developer or a system integrator who
is building storage and data management solutions using GPFS. The focus is on technical,
architectural, and business aspects of GPFS-enabled solutions from IBM that are meant for
enterprises dealing with ever growing data. The GPFS use cases and customer case studies describe
how GPFS meets and addresses these rapidly growing storage management demands in a global
organization faced with challenges of scale. For instance, specific key GPFS features are also
discussed in the context of real GPFS deployments such as its role in IBM’s SAP NetWeaver
Business Warehouse Accelerator solution, where it speeds up real time business analytics for SAP
NetWeaver at T-Mobile3.
Introduced in 1998, GPFS is based on the Tiger Shark file system created for streaming multi-media
environments. Traditionally deployed for high performance computing, today GPFS has gained
market share in non HPC solutions including digital media and relational databases helping
enterprises with large-scale IT and storage environments through its massive global namespace
support, enhanced data availability, cross-site data replication, and scale-out performance for
varying workloads, built-in disaster recovery and information life cycle management capabilities.
These are not only leveraged by IBM customers and partners but also internally within IBM.
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Mounting Challenges: Managing Enterprise File Data
Digital content is exploding. Enterprise users and consumers are churning out vast amounts of documents and rich
media (images, audio and video). Managing the volume and complexity of this information is a significant challenge in
organizations of all types and sizes as more and more applications feed on and increase this deluge of file-based
content and as individuals and businesses collaborate for intelligence, analytics and information sharing.
Figure 1 shows the top five file-based storage investments and needs of small, medium and large enterprises today.
File-based storage has grown at a much higher rate than the block based storage (see Figure 2). The proliferation of file
servers and Network Attached Storage (NAS) solutions for addressing file-based storage requirements of enterprises
has increased complexity of storage management, especially when it comes to supporting heterogeneous workloads,
increasing scale, data archival, backup and availability.

Figure 1: Top 5 File-based Storage investments in 2010 by company size (Source: IDC and IBM)

NAS and server based storage platforms are optimized for transactional file serving performance but not for scale in
terms of both performance and capacity along with concurrent data access. The monolithic fibre channel or NAS arrays
were never designed to support petabyte-level storage entities or dynamically load-balanced storage that can be
centrally deployed and managed. The traditional solution to increasing storage has been to add capacity. However,
such additional capacity often results in multiple storage islands, increased management complexity and higher labor
cost.

Figure 2: Worldwide Storage Capacity Shipped by Segment (Source: IDC Doc # 221138 and IBM)

Further, such an arrangement does not provide dynamically balanced service delivery and workloads globally across
the storage environment. In addition, emerging trends such as consolidation, virtualization and compute on demand and
an increasing rate of data sharing among users and applications are further fuelling complexity for these traditional
approaches. As these compute infrastructures support ever more users the availability of data at the file-level, the speed
2

Figure 3: Enterprise file storage challenges

of data access and retrieval, and overall application performance is impacted. Some of the emerging challenges related
to enterprise file storage facing IT managers4 today are depicted in Figure 3.
Most organizations augment existing storage with newer hardware and technologies in order to address data growth
virtually creating islands of data storage that are complex to manage and access across enterprise applications. A new
dynamic approach is required that can integrate file services requirements across such growing islands of storage
within an enterprise. The approach must allow you to grow the storage infrastructure as the amounts of data increase
and integrate new storage technologies as they become available. It must do this all without disruptive and expensive
downtime often required to move or reorganize data.

IBM’s GPFS – Scalable, High Performance File Management Infrastructure
Enterprise file data is affected by multiple processes, applications and users throughout its life cycle. Managing the
enterprise data workflow is often the highest cost component of data processing and storage. In the past, businesses
have addressed this challenge using various approaches, technologies and storage solutions that are typically limited in
scalability and often require redundant copies of data for addressing some of the key enterprise requirements of
performance and data availability. Today’s enterprise needs a solution that is dynamic, scalable and can handle the
storage demands of newer workloads such as content management, collaboration, analytics, and virtualized
applications in addition to accommodating the traditional storage workloads.
IBM’s General Parallel File System (GPFS) data management platform provides several essential services to
effectively manage growing volumes of unstructured data. Many of the IBM’s storage and data management solutions
use GPFS as part of their core technologies. Conceptually, GPFS provides enterprise storage administrators with a grid
or cloud of storage that consists of a dynamic mix of servers and storage. This gives storage administrators the
flexibility to add new servers if they require more processing power or retire old servers and replace them with newer
ones as technology evolves or add more storage if there is a need to grow the enterprise storage capacity while all the
data remains available.
All GPFS nodes share direct access to data and metadata under the control of a distributed token manager that
coordinates access to shared disks ensuring file system consistency. Multiple nodes can act as token managers for a
single file system. This avoids performance bottlenecks, single points of failure and enables a great degree of
scalability for high transaction workloads.
In the following section, we cover a set of GPFS use cases that highlight the key application areas where GPFS
deployments could help address some of the key challenges faced by enterprises in the area of data storage access and
management, especially when it comes to large scale data environments.
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Some Key Novel GPFS Use cases
GPFS already powers many of the world's largest scientific supercomputers and mission critical technical enterprise
applications. Today, GPFS is increasingly being used in commercial applications that require high-speed access to
large amounts of data in a wide range of industries including Aerospace, Defense, Automotive, Chemicals and
Petroleum, Electronics, Education, Government, Healthcare and Life Sciences, Retail, Media and Entertainment,
Financial Services and many others. An even wider range of applications, including those dealing with credit card
transactions, banking applications, streaming digital television, computer-aided engineering, high availability
databases, seismic and weather modeling, retail inventory, and sales analysis leverage GPFS based storage
infrastructures for handling file-based storage components.
Some novel uses of GPFS include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Application speedup by minimizing I/O overhead and dynamic load balancing for distributed infrastructure
High volume file data sharing over WAN
Policy based Information Life Cycle Management across heterogeneous storage
Disaster Recovery
Hadoop Map-Reduce applications
Cloud Storage

The following section describes some common use cases of IBM GPFS. Each of these use cases has a unique set of
requirements related to scale, performance, data retention, access, availability, and capacity which can be effectively
met using GPFS. In addition to the ones listed here, applications that need high performance computing such as
analytics, rendering, and sequencing also deploy and benefit from GPFS.

Use case 1: Application speedup by minimizing I/O overhead, dynamic load balancing, and improved
reliability for distributed infrastructure
GPFS was designed from the start to support I/O workloads with a large number of processes and nodes concurrently
accessing a common set of file data for read and write. It stores and accesses file based data in blocks striped across
several disks providing the optimum performance for all the applications requiring access to file data. GPFS is
designed for real time disk scheduling and fault tolerance. These features are useful for applications such as streaming
media servers that require high storage capacity, high throughput and real time delivery.
In streaming media applications there is typically a small number of “hot” titles5 or chunks of storage blocks that
receive a high percentage of system loads during I/O accesses. To deal with such storage or data hot spots, some
alternative solutions use techniques such as file replication, file striping or RAM caching. RAM caching is cost
effective only for very large servers and thousands of parallel media streams. Replication based solutions require extra
space for files and extra bandwidth to make the copies. Also, in the case of streaming media, the load against each file
varies with time and replication has to be done continuously. GPFS tackles such “hot” tiles effectively by balancing the
load across available storage hardware intelligently. Its efficient use of storage space along with fault tolerance ensures
data integrity.
Also, many metadata intensive workloads perform much better with GPFS leveraging its distributed metadata and load
balancing features. Applications that require dynamic load balancing need a file system that has excellent I/O
performance and is very reliable. GPFS performs like a local file system with the added advantage of flexibility,
increased reliability and the scalability of a clustered file system.
GPFS enables all nodes in a cluster to equally access all system data and metadata in parallel with the flexibility of
administering the entire cluster from a single node. This improves performance for metadata intensive applications by
speeding up application I/O operations. Since GPFS allows any node in a cluster to read from or write to any of the
disks, applications that perform concurrent I/O can achieve very high data access rates.
GPFS is POSIX compliant so there is no need to modify applications in order to develop enterprise class file-based
storage solutions layered on top of GPFS. Applications can leverage the concurrent data access capabilities of GPFS
and achieve horizontal scaling and load balancing. As the file system is distributed over all the GPFS nodes, it is
possible to run the same version of say a Web server application which is accessing a database on all GPFS cluster
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nodes. This allows an update to the database to be seen on all nodes as soon as one server6 inserts a record.

Figure 4: IBM's Optimized Analytics Infrastructure (OAI) based on GPFS (Source: IBM)

Long running workflows in weather forecasting and financial analysis operate on a large number of individual parts
that run as parallel jobs. If one of the components fails, it could impact the total time taken by the job and worsens
system reliability. It also reduces application performance and worsens the TCO and ROI. Using GPFS – many
existing I/O overheads can be minimized especially those dealing with storing and retrieving the application state data
from a checkpoint in order to restart the failed node or replace it with a new one and resume the job from the last check
pointed state. Not only the I/O overheads reduce significantly, but with the GPFS massive single name space feature, it
is also easy and simple to add a new node to replace a failed node, and restart only the failed job from the last saved
checkpoint. In a GPFS based storage infrastructure supporting a multi-part application running on multiple nodes, the
application data is not tied to any single node. GPFS is not only designed for providing system scalability but also high
availability and reliability in large scale storage infrastructures with no single point of failure. In fact, one large
research IBM customer reported 100% uptime with a GPFS based solution for over a year7. In financial services, where
precision is key, especially with the high volume of data and extremely large scale compute and storage infrastructures,
GPFS provides a scalable, low-latency, high performance, reliable file system with capabilities for distributed parallel
data streaming (Figure 4).

Use case 2: High Volume File Data Sharing over WAN
With the continuing growth of data driven applications, the gap between storage, data management, and I/O access
performance needs and Moore’s law driven systems computing performance growth has become much wider in recent
years. Examples include applications that synthesize and process results generated by large scale simulations, business
transactions, online trading and data processing, long running compute and analysis jobs, and applications that analyze
large datasets for medical imagery, seismic data for oil and gas exploration, industrial designs, internet collaboration,
CRM, social marketing trends, and market analysis.

The need for distributed storage and processing in these applications arise for several reasons. First, in many cases
datasets are generated at multiple sites. For instance, investigation of alternative production strategies for optimizing
oil reservoir management requires large numbers of simulations using detailed geologic descriptions. Usually, the
output from reservoir simulations is combined with seismic datasets to better predict the reservoir properties and drive
new simulations. Much of automobile design and innovation happens across the globe in distributed teams. CAD data
from multiple teams located in different geographic sites may need synthesis of that data and collaboration to integrate
several aspects of design. There are similar collaboration use cases in the field of life sciences as well.
Many such data sharing and collaboration use cases can benefit from GPFS through its features such as massive global
namespace support, scalability, performance and reliability. With GPFS based solutions, such ensembles of simulations
6
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and collaboration where analysis of data involves integration of multiple types of data across sites separated by a WAN
can be done efficiently. The results of these analyses often stored on local storage systems can be shared across teams.
GPFS has been deployed in the manufacturing industry for product design to address the need to share a large amount
of file based data across sites. Prior to the introduction of GPFS based file storage, the environment was fragmented
into many small storage islands that often used different technologies and were managed by independent teams, each
with their own local use policies. Cross-site projects were often hindered by this inconsistent approach to technology
and management. Also, many of the technologies employed were not designed for enterprise scale computing and
teams struggled to expand their IT environments to meet the growing needs of cross-site collaboration. In one of the
cases, for a crash analysis application, 64 nodes were deployed and data could be stored in GPFS in an active-active
replicated configuration on a remote site for disaster recovery (DR). The active-active GPFS replication configuration
provides availability and faster local access at both sites instead of just one of the sites going across WAN to get the
data. The visualization application used by designers had a great performance boost through parallel data access
offered by GPFS. Overall, GPFS helped the design team to collaborate with the crash test simulation team located
across the WAN, thus reducing overall time to market and helping realize the advantages of business collaboration and
file sharing across geographies.
Another example where GPFS has been deployed for sharing file-based data across geographies is in the Distributed
European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications (DEISA) in Europe. DEISA deploys and operates a
persistent, production quality distributed, heterogeneous supercomputing environment. It uses GPFS 8 to share high
volume data sharing over a WAN for a large scale infrastructure distributed across countries in Europe. The main
storage objective9 of DEISA is to provide a Global File System that integrates heterogeneous architectures without
impacting the performance of applications running in a distributed environment and provides transparent access to data
just like a local file system.

Use case 3: Policy based Information Lifecycle Management across heterogeneous storage
GPFS can help users achieve Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) efficiencies through powerful policy-driven10
automated tiered storage management. The GPFS policy based ILM tools can be used to manage sets of files, pools of
storage and automate the management of file data. Using these tools, GPFS can automatically determine where to
physically store user data regardless of its placement in the logical directory structure. Storage pools, file-sets and userdefined policies provide the ability to match the cost of storage resources to the value of user data. For more insights on
the GPFS ILM solution architecture see11.
With a site-wide GPFS environment, enterprises can achieve cost effective and efficient collaboration with the help of
a common file system and namespace across computing platforms. Users can seamlessly access their data from any
storage cluster node without having to transfer the data first from another location. This streamlines the collaboration
process and is more cost and energy efficient because enterprises don’t have to purchase additional disk space to store
duplicate files. By pooling storage purchases, a much larger common shared data infrastructure can be built. In
addition, the data is available in a highly parallel manner, making access to massive amounts of data much faster.
GPFS helps simplify storage administration through its policy based automation framework and Information Life
Cycle Management (ILM) feature set.
GPFS also helps a storage administrator deal with billions of files and determine the most recently used files to
formulate an appropriate backup strategy with fast metadata information access features. The Data Management APIs
(DMAPI)12 available for interfacing with the enterprise policy engine helps administrators and enterprise ILM. By
changing the level of the interface between the file system and the external storage manager product for e.g. IBM's
Tivoli Storage Manager or the collaborative High Performance Storage System (HPSS) and then exploiting parallelism
both within a node and across nodes, GPFS has moved the range of the possible from about 50 million files upwards to
50 billion13. Along with the improved scaling, GPFS gives administrators the ability to control data placement and
movement to meet specific user requirements and data attributes.
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Use case 4: Disaster Recovery (DR) with GPFS
The ability to detect and quickly recover from a hardware failure is of paramount importance to businesses that make
use of real-time data processing systems. GPFS provides a number of features that facilitate the implementation of
highly-available storage environments capable of withstanding catastrophic hardware failures. By maintaining a
redundant replica of the file system’s data at another (geographically separated) location, GPFS based storage
infrastructure allows the system to sustain its processing using the secondary replica of the data in the event of a total
failure in the primary environment. In the event of a catastrophic hardware failure that disables the operation of an
entire site, GPFS is designed to failover to the remaining subset of the cluster and continue serving the data using the
replica of the file system that survived the disaster.
At a high level, a disaster-resilient GPFS cluster is made up of three, distinct, geographically-separate hardware sites
operating in a coordinated fashion. Two of the sites consist of GPFS nodes and storage holding a complete replica of
the file system. The third site consists of a single node and a single disk used as a tiebreaker for the GPFS quorum. In
the event of a catastrophic hardware failure that disables the operation of an entire site, and assuming the tiebreaker site
remains operational, the file system services failover to the remaining subset of the cluster and continues serving the
data using the replica of the file system that survived the disaster. However if the tiebreaker fails during the disaster,
the remaining number of nodes and disks are insufficient to satisfy the quorum rules and the surviving site loses access
to the GPFS file system. A manual procedure is needed to instruct GPFS to disregard the existing quorum assignments
and continue operating with whatever resources are available. There are more details on GPFS based application
recovery here. For further insights refer to IBM website.

Use case 5: GPFS for Hadoop Map-Reduce based applications
As part of research projects, GPFS has also been harnessed in IBM’s InfoSphere BigInsights, real time data analysis
application, where data is streamed into the storage system and analyzed as soon as it comes in. This is aimed at real
time streaming analysis. The performance and layout of data in the file system is assisted by APIs that can encapsulate
the application logic – data locality on nodes. New GPFS features allow the implementation of “Shared Nothing”
Cluster (GPFS-SNC) architectures. These new features are designed to provide higher availability through advanced
clustering technologies, dynamic file system management and advanced data replication techniques. By "sharing
nothing", new levels of availability, performance and scaling are achievable.
The GPFS-SNC architecture is a distributed computing architecture in which each node utilizes local storage; tasks are
then divided up between these independent systems and no computer waits on the other but relies on shared cluster
services. For instance, large financial institutions run complex algorithms to analyze risk based on petabytes of data. In
such environments, there are billions of files spread across multiple computing platforms and stored across the world.
Such mission-critical calculations require significant IT resource and cost because of their complexity. With GPFS,
running such complex analytics workload could become much more efficient, as the design provides a common file
system and namespace across disparate computing platforms, streamlining the process and reducing disk space.
In contrast to solutions with a centralized control architecture like the Hadoop File System, IBM’s GPFS based SNC
architecture distributes every aspect of the file system such as the metadata, space allocation and lock management. It
is dynamic and flexible and can deal with cases where a user needs to take out a rack of servers from the cluster for
upgrade or maintenance. By "sharing nothing", new levels of availability, performance and scaling can be achieved
with the clustered file system. Each node in the GPFS-SNC architecture is also self-sufficient. Tasks are divided up
between these independent computers, and no one has to wait on another. Since GPFS supports POSIX it enables a
wide range of traditional applications to run on top of the file system, allowing both reads and writes to be performed.
With the Hadoop distributed file system, you cannot append to a file, you can't overwrite any sections, so you're very
limited in what you can do whereas a GPFS file system allows users to open, read and append to any section of the file.
In addition, GPFS supports the whole range of enterprise data storage features, such as snapshots, backup, archiving,
information life-cycle management, data caching, WAN data replication, and management policies. The architecture
has a single global domain namespace. With GPFS, users have a general-purpose file system that can be used by a
wide range of applications running Hadoop Map Reduce workloads, application accessing other unstructured file data
as well as a clustered DB2 or other databases.
In the laboratory tests, benchmarks demonstrate that a GPFS-SNC based system scales linearly, so that a file system
with 40 nodes would have a 12GB/sec throughput, and a system with 400 nodes could achieve 120GB/sec throughput.
For more details refer to IBM press briefings for GPFS in the context of the Hadoop use case mentioned in this article.
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Both Hadoop and GPFS are designed as a framework for running applications on large scale commodity hardware
(thousands of nodes). However, HDFS has a master-slave architecture, no locking, file data stripped into uniform sized
blocks distributed across cluster nodes, block information exposed to applications, and simple coherency with write
once read many model whereas GPFS has a high performance shared disk architecture with POSIX semantics,
distributed locking, file data blocks striped across multiple nodes and disks, and block level information not exposed to
applications.
A recent study has compared the performance of both an Internet scale file system (Hadoop’s HDFS) with commercial
cluster file system (IBM’s GPFS) over a variety of workloads. It shows that a suitably optimized cluster file system
such as GPFS can match the performance of HDFS for a Map-Reduce workload (ideal data access pattern for HDFS)
while outperforming it for the data access patterns of traditional applications14.

Figure 5: HDFS vs. GPFS Efficiency (Source: Geogrid Project15)

Use case 6: Cloud Storage Stack based on GPFS
Cloud computing offers a powerful abstraction that provides a scalable, virtualized infrastructure as a service in which
the complexity of fine-grained resource management is hidden from the end-user. The amount of information in the
world is set to rise 44-fold in the next decade according to IDC16, with much of that increase coming from the rise in
cloud computing. Running data analytics applications in the cloud on extremely large data sets is gaining traction as
the underlying approach that can meet the extreme demands of scalability. Typically, these applications such as
business intelligence or surveillance video searches leverage the Map-Reduce framework that can decompose a large
computation into a set of smaller parallelizable computations. One of the key infrastructure elements of the cloud stack
for data analytics applications is a storage layer designed to support the following features:





scalable - to store petabytes of data
highly reliable - to handle frequently-occurring failures in large systems
low-cost - to maintain the economics of cloud computing
efficient - to best utilize the compute, network and disk resources

The prevailing trend with respect to cloud computing is to build the storage layer using an Internet scale file system
such as Google's GFS and its numerous clones including HDFS and Kosmix's KFS. For cloud storage, a stack built on
traditional POSIX-based cluster file systems would help existing applications deal with issues of scale without
requiring application modifications. Existing deployments of cluster file systems such as Lustre, PVFS, and GPFS
show us that they can be extremely scalable without being extremely expensive. GPFS is well positioned to address
cloud storage stack requirements given its proven scalability, reliability and future roadmap and vision compared to
alternatives like Lustre. For non-Map Reduce workloads which require access to large amounts of data in a cloud
environment, GPFS can help leverage these commodity components along with its POSIX complaint interfaces and
support for latest technologies such as InfiniBand (IB), Remote Memory Data Access (RMDA).
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Commercial cluster file systems such as GPFS can scale to thousands of nodes while supporting greater than 100 Giga
bytes per second sequential throughput. Furthermore, these file systems can be configured using commodity parts for
lower costs without the need for specialized SANs or enterprise-class storage. More importantly, these file systems can
support traditional applications that rely on POSIX file APIs and provide a rich set of management tools. Since the
cloud storage stack may be shared across different classes of applications it is prudent to depend on standard file
interfaces and semantics that can also easily support Map-Reduce style applications instead of being locked in with a
particular non-standard interface.

Use case 7: Highly available, smart and scalable data warehousing
As more and more enterprises recognize the value of business analytics, they are actively working on applying these
capabilities to add business value. The IBM Smart Analytics System is a pre-integrated analytics system designed to
deploy quickly and deliver fast time to value through its appliance form factor where the software is already installed
and configured on the server. Engineered for the rapid deployment of a business-ready solution, the IBM Smart
Analytics System includes the following features:





A powerful data warehouse foundation
Extensive analytic capabilities
A scalable environment that is integrated with IBM servers and storage
Set-up services and single point of support.

For a data warehouse, scalability, reliability and high availability are three critical requirements for managing
enterprise information without any interruptions or downtime. GPFS is one of the core components of IBM’s Smart
Analytics offering and provides several high availability features. The IBM Smart Analytics System core warehouse
servers have an active-passive high availability configuration whereby data is available even in the case of node
failures. The system can be scaled up as data grows to meet new business needs such as intelligence, smart analytics
and data warehousing as shown in Figure .

Figure 6: Highly available smart data warehouse (Source: IBM)

The next section highlights some of the use cases described above through GPFS deployments at various customer
sites. It covers key business issues addressed by GPFS solution and the benefits gained.
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GPFS Client Case Studies
GPFS currently powers many of the world's largest scientific supercomputers and is used in commercial applications
requiring high-speed access to large volumes of data such as digital media, engineering design, business intelligence,
financial analysis and in geographic information systems. Here we discuss several client case studies that use GPFS to
solve several business and technical challenges.

Vlaamse Radio en Televisie (VRT)
Business need: VRT is a public broadcasting company in Belgium with about 2,700 employees. It operates two
television and five radio channels. Their outdated tape-based media and production processes were slow and
cumbersome. VRT deployed SAN switches to integrate its storage environment for video and audio content with its
existing IP data network; but file system scalability was an issue. In addition, other key challenges included: dealing
with new HD and low resolution compression formats, further refinement of file format strategy, Service-oriented
Architecture (SOA) and Business Process Modeling (BPM) based production workflows, and storing and accessing
massive amounts of multimedia data in a file-based environment for digital media production17 . An architecture
consisting of a fiber channel only network between storage and clients was not suited for large scale digital media
production in terms of scalability, especially with a load generated by a few hundred clients, each with a gigabit
bandwidth demand to central storage.

Figure 7: Media File System (Source: VRT)

Leveraging GPFS for VRT: IBM helped VRT design and implement a new digital asset management system based
on GPFS clusters effectively saving them time and money by completing production faster. GPFS can read or write
large data blocks in a single operation - minimizing I/O overhead. This enables high-bandwidth digital media
environments with fast, easy sharing and reuse of programming materials. GPFS also helps overcome scalability
limitations to attain the ideal media storage network architecture which VRT calls the Workhorse Application Raw
Power Cluster (WARP)18. With a GPFS based storage solution, VRT now has the ability to produce 50 percent more
programming assets and capture new audiences without the storage bottlenecks or concurrent access issues during
production workflows.

GPFS Use case illustrated: VRT has set up a Digital Media Factory, which brings about a fully integrated filebased workflow for news and mainstream media production. The architecture consists of multiple layers: storage and
network infrastructure, production tools, information flow (data model) and business process layers.

17
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An integrated, file-based production workflow for HDTV: expected impact and challenges http://www.vrtmedialab.be/media/Overmeire_L012108.pdf
Building media networks with IT solutions – Luc Andries, VRT http://tech.ebu.ch/docs/techreview/trev_2010-Q4_media-data_Andries.pdf
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Figure 8: VRTs GPFS based file server cluster (Source: IBM)

Large telescope installation deploys GPFS
Business need: Data mining problems in astronomy are similar to those in nuclear physics, meteorology, earth
sciences and biology, and at times exceed them in complexity in the structure of data that needs to be processed and
archived. Large telescope deployments often acquire extremely large amounts of data at the rate of multiple GB per
second, 24x7. Their data is of high value for the first couple of weeks, before derived information can be synthesized.
This information consists of the observations, conditions of the atmosphere during these observations and calibration of
the instrument. All this information, including the derived information, needs to be kept and archived. These archives
typically grow 2 to 4 petabytes per year.

GPFS as a highly scalable HSM platform: IBM’s GPFS was used at this large telescope installation to provide
highly scalable hierarchical storage management and effective information lifecycle management whereby 80-90% of
the archive is in tape. GPFS provides an optimized long-term archiving solution for storing very large amounts of
astronomical data. Since the information has differing value to the business at different times, ILM keeps overall cost
and complexity down by providing a tiered storage system that supports data in all lifecycles. Data movement to and
from tape is managed automatically on-demand. The application still has access to the entire namespace given the
GPFS massive single namespace feature that was used across the telescope ground station installations, film libraries,
audio and image media archives.

GPFS Use case illustrated: Information Life Cycle Management at scale and data archiving.
Oil and gas industry customer migrates from Lustre to GPFS
Business need: Expand compute capacity by a factor of 10. Improve storage system scalability to be able to support
additional compute nodes. Migrate to a newer storage technology with no disruption and better management of large
scale storage infrastructure.

GPFS enables ILM at scale: The earlier setup at client’s site was based on Lustre file system and it failed to meet
requirements in terms of reliability, seamless upgrades, effective space utilization and efficient archival. Using GPFS,
this client could optimize existing storage hardware to the required density and performance. GPFS, though it’s policy
base file management tools, also helped derive insights with analytics information based on metadata such as file
sizes, file access patterns and system bandwidth requirements.

Current status: Approximately 2.5 petabytes of active storage is in place, 10GB/s with read/write capability. Based
on GPFS file system analytics, the client developed an appropriate archiving policy and “right sized” their primary data
store. This enabled them to archive data only when it was unlikely to be recalled or when an extended delay in
processing was acceptable. More than 400 terabytes of Lustre data have been migrated to GPFS.

GPFS Use case illustrated: Replacing Lustre by adding enaced useability, reliability and key cost saving
through information Life Cycle Management (ILM) at scale.
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T-Mobile speeds up Business Intelligence using IBM BI Accelerator for SAP NetWeaver
Business need: T-Mobile US, a subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom AG, is a leading telecommunications company that
employs around 7,000 people and handles mobile traffic for more than 16.9 million customers19. It is continually
looking to both cut operational costs and optimize revenue by tuning its tariff plans for customers. Ad-hoc query
performance was extremely slow and they needed a way to speed up analytical query processing.

GPFS enables ILM at scale: As part of its efforts to gain competitive advantage and understand customer behavior
by analyzing real time business data, T-Mobile deployed IBM System Solution for SAP NetWeaver BI Accelerator
software that leverages GPFS as one of the core components. The IBM solution works by creating indices for SAP
NetWeaver Business Intelligence InfoCubes, and storing them in memory in a highly compressed manner. These
indices are mirrored on an IBM System Storage DS4700 using GPFS replication technology. The data is processed by
an accelerator engine which responds to queries, performs aggregates and joins in real-time, boosting performance for
T-Mobile by a factor of 150.

Current status: T-Mobile is currently using a smaller configuration of blades and plans to scale it up in future in a
cost effective manner using additional blade servers from IBM. By enabling ad-hoc analysis of data, IBM’s solution is
helping them respond more effectively to market conditions and re-examine and optimize internal business processes.
Through increased operational efficiency, they are in a better position to understand the value chain and customer
benefits while maintaining healthy profit margins.

GPFS Use case illustrated: Data Warehouse application speedup by minimizing I/O overhead and providing
dynamic load balancing for distributed infrastructure.

GPFS – Key Differentiators
As compared to other available file-based storage options, the key differentiators of GPFS are:







Concurrent shared disk access to a single namespace across platforms with global namespace
Centrally deployed, managed and backed up
Scalability beyond 4,000 nodes,
Highly available cluster architecture
Seamless capacity expansion
I/O performance capabilities for analytics and parallel workloads and faster metadata operations.

Unifying Storage islands with global namespace: GPFS provides a single global namespace to server and
storage components of a large scale storage environment. This enables applications to have a common view of
enterprise file data and allows data to be accessed as though it resides in a local file system even when spread across
several storage components. GPFS manages concurrent access of data through a distributed token management system
that maintains enterprise data integrity. This ability to use a global namespace across platforms with high performance
storage reduces the need for redundant or duplicate information, improves storage utilization and simplifies file
management.

Performance at Scale with Network based block I/O: GPFS provides unparalleled performance for larger data
objects, and delivers excellent performance for large aggregates of smaller objects. It achieves high performance I/O
with techniques such as striping data across multiple disks attached to multiple nodes; advanced algorithms for block
level read and write optimization for file access patterns such as sequential, reverse-sequential and random access, and
efficient client side caching. One of the key components of GPFS is its network shared disk (NSD) protocol that
enables data sharing among network attached nodes. The NSD protocol is a built-in feature of GPFS similar to iSCSI.
It allows block level access to data over a standard TCP/IP network. This NSD protocol can be used to spread a single
cluster over multiple sites or tie multiple clusters together for better collaboration. Unlike NFS, the NSD protocol is not
a file level protocol. Nodes attached to the disks using the NSD protocol are fully participating members of the GPFS
cluster. The NSD protocol is very scalable because the blocks of the file are accessed from multiple servers
concurrently. Availability is built-in with transparent failover in the event of an NSD server, storage or SAN failure.
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T-Mobile IBM SAP NetWeaver BI solution case study: http://www-01.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/cs/STRD73GKBM?OpenDocument&Site=gicss67sap&cty=en_us
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Addresses ILM needs of contemporary I/O workloads at scale: The process of managing file data from
where it is placed when created to where it moves in the storage hierarchy as its value changes, or where its copied for
disaster recovery or document retention to its eventual archival or deletion, is called information lifecycle management
or ILM. GPFS implements ILM using storage pools, file-sets and an SQL based policy engine. With the help of the
policy engine users can create rules to determine where file data is placed and how it is managed throughout the life of
the data. In addition to providing scalable file storage capabilities, GPFS provides concurrent high-speed file access to
applications executing on multiple nodes. The common management interface simplifies file system management even
in large environments easing the work involved in information life-cycle management (ILM).

The Benefits of GPFS
GPFS is a highly scalable solution designed for a cluster environment. It supports thousands of nodes and thousands of
disks capable of managing petabytes of data and billions of files. It is well suited for various enterprise use cases that
deal with a dynamic and growing IT environments requiring a cost effective scale-out file system solution.
Enterprise Requirements

GPFS Features that Address Requirements

Connect storage islands across multiple
locations; facilitate enterprise-wide
collaboration and data sharing across a dynamic
growing storage environment.

GPFS provides a global namespace across IT infrastructure spread
across multiple enterprise sites along with extreme scalability and
I/O throughput that is optimized for streaming workloads such as
those common in Web 2.0, digital media, scientific, financial and
engineering applications.

Storage consolidation, support for virtualized
environments, high data availability without
giving up ease of management at scale.

GPFS is a scalable, shared storage file system suitable for
enterprise storage consolidation and virtualization requirements. It
supports standard POSIX interfaces and includes clustered NFS
support along with a scalable global shared namespace, enabling
horizontally scalable file serving needs. Additionally, GPFS
includes many storage management features, including storage
hardware-agnostic snapshots and mirroring that caters to high data
availability requirements.

Information Life Cycle Management (ILM) for
billions of files. This includes storage, access,
availability, disaster recovery, archival,
retrieval and moving data across enterprise
storage assets with varying data access speeds
during different stages of information creation
and storage.

GPFS helps in information lifecycle management by enabling
multiple tiers of storage, including tape, with powerful policydriven file placement, migration, archival, and deletion. This
makes GPFS the perfect base for a content library or archival
system by mixing cost-effective storage of infrequently accessed
data with the global namespace for easy accessibility. The unique
GPFS policy engine enables file migration scalable to billions of
files and multiple petabytes of data (Figure ).

Disaster Recovery for large scale storage
environments in an efficient manner.

GPFS provides active/active data access from multiple nodes in a
cluster which could span dispersed geographic locations. It also
provides very rapid failover of a consistent application data
environment. This gives the much needed disaster recovery and
high availability features for any business application, database or
digitally stored information.

Load balance information sharing and access
within the enterprise; avoid storage access
hotspots or single points of failure.

GPFS provides load balancing through shared data access across
multiple applications that are concurrently accessing data. Its
unique metadata architecture helps to speed up metadata access
and avoids data access hotspots that could cause I/O performance
issues.
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GPFS is targeted at high-performance computing and also commercial applications where customers are using AIX,
Linux or Windows Server 2008 as the computing platform, and require parallel access to data from any server in the
cluster along with high-speed file I/O for jobs running across multiple nodes. In addition to performance, GPFS
addresses high availability requirements of data storage. Today there are GPFS production clusters running at the rate
of more than 130 Gigabytes per second for sequential access to a single file that leverage GPFS features such as:





Integrating heterogeneous technologies
No downtime rolling upgrades
Performance at scale
Reduced TCO and higher ROI.

Figure 9: Products and Solutions powered by IBM's GPFS

GPFS powered IBM Solutions
GPFS is the core technology not only for HPC but also in several enterprise solutions available today. Many IBM
products and integrated solutions leverage GPFS. There are some non-IBM integrated solutions and OEM products that
use GPFS as well20. This section highlights some of the IBM products powered by GPFS as listed in Figure including
IBM’s Scale-Out Network Attached Storage (SONAS), Information Archive (IA) and DB2 pureScale.
GPFS distributes data access across multiple I/O nodes. Each node has equal access to storage. This enables storage
solutions powered by GPFS to scale both vertically (more data) and horizontally (more users and applications that can
access the data simultaneously). GPFS spans not only the disk based storage infrastructure but also tape archives.
Products and solutions that harness GPFS gain the following benefits:






20

Enhanced availability -- With the advanced replication capabilities of GPFS, you can mirror data within a
single site or across multiple locations. The file system can be configured to remain available automatically in
the event of a disk or server failure.
Flexibility through dynamic infrastructure -- By deploying solutions on GPFS, you can provide application
data to different machines without moving data across storage devices or modifying existing file systems.
Instead of having to copy the data to another machine for data access, that machine can be added to the GPFS
cluster. This enables the data to be mounted and accessible directly from the new machine without requiring
copies or movement.
Continued high performance -- GPFS allows storage expansion with automatic data rebalancing that is
transparent to applications. GPFS also delivers performance on par with best of breed files systems like JFS2.
Improved operational efficiency -- The simplified storage administration provided by GPFS lowers total
cost of ownership. Leading edge file system technologies such as integrated policy based storage management
can help automate many storage management tasks.

IBM System Software: GPFS https://sites.google.com/site/ibmsystemssoftware/home/availability/general-parellel-file-system
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SONAS: Excessive proliferation of NAS and standalone file servers to cater to rapidly growing enterprise storage
demands has resulted in an increase in storage system disparity and administrative and energy costs of IT assets.
Typically, more than 50% of user data in an enterprise is inactive21. This is because projects that once used such data
actively are no longer current or because technologies and the businesses have evolved. Manual data lifecycle
management in such cases is neither a scalable proposition nor does it address demanding I/O intensive application
workloads and performance.

Figure 10: SONAS Architecture and Scalability (Source: IBM)

IBM’s Scale-Out NAS (SONAS) can manage multiple petabytes of storage and billions of files using a single file
system providing much needed operational efficiency with automated, policy driven tiered storage. SONAS can satisfy
bandwidth hungry applications with its scale out performance and provide business continuity and disaster recovery
using asynchronous replication. SONAS leverages GPFS to provide scalable storage and efficient data retrieval
through content metadata policies. SONAS supports storage at scale through GPFS global namespace and hierarchical
storage management features. For further details refer to IBM’s SONAS website.

21

Hitachi – Storage as a Service Network Computing article: http://www.networkcomputing.com/cloud-storage/new-hitachi-archive-blends-privatecloud-with-managed-operations.php?type=article
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IBM Information Archive (IA): Data is a core enterprise asset and protecting business-critical information is a basic
and important requirement. A typical enterprise requires information to be stored intelligently. This means data that is
less frequently accessed but is still important to the business is available when needed but stored in a cost effective and
reliable method that supports business requirements as governed by policy or compliance. Preservation, discovery and
retrieval are key factors when archiving enterprise data. IBM’s Information Archive is a simple and flexible data
archival appliance designed for information retention needs of enterprises of all sizes. IA provides up to 608 terabytes
of raw disk capacity that can grow to petabytes with external tapes (optional)22.

Figure 11: IBM Information Archive (IA) powered by GPFS (Source: IBM)

GPFS forms one of the core technologies of IBM’s Information Archive product. GPFS is the underlying file system
that runs on the Information Archive cluster node servers. Information Archive benefits from the high performance,
scalability, and robustness of the GPFS. IA uses GPFS technology for providing the global namespace across disks and
tapes used in the archival solution, and also enables (see Figure ) protection of enterprise data from disasters. For
further details refer to IBM’s Information Archive website.

IBM DB2 pureScale: DB2 pureScale is a cluster-based, shared-disk architecture that reduces costs through efficient
use of system resources and allows users to scale out a database on a set of servers in an “active-active” configuration
delivering high levels of availability, scalability and application transparency. A DB2 server that belongs to a
pureScale cluster is called a member. Each member can simultaneously access the same database for both read and
write operations. Designed mainly for OLTP workloads with many concurrent transactions, DB2 pureScale offers
almost unlimited scale out in terms of number of members that it can support. Tests with up to 128 members show
near-linear scalability. In addition, IBM offers flexible licensing options for adding “capacity on demand”. This allows
addition of new members for a specific period of time and pay for them only for the time used. This can be especially
useful at peak periods like end-of-year, when additional processing power is required to processes year end reports.
DB2 pureScale does not require you to change your application or redistribute data when running against the DB2
pureScale cluster. The structure of the cluster is transparent to applications. This means that applications are not
affected when adding or removing DB2 pureScale member servers. Automatic work load balancing redistributes
workload between the members including newly added members. The same is true when year end processing is
complete, when a member is removed; the workload is automatically redirected to the remaining members. DB2
pureScale uses a data sharing architecture. In this configuration the data is located on shared storage (GPFS) as shown
in Figure so that every member in the cluster can access any page in the database at any time. In addition to the
databases the shared storage hosts logs of each member so that, in case of recovery, they are available other members.
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IBM Information Archive Datasheet: http://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/fcgibin/ssialias?infotype=pm&subtype=sp&pdf=yes&appname=STG_TS_USEN&htmlfid=TSD03082USEN
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For efficient coordination and inter-cluster communication, DB2 pureScale uses the InfiniBand Remote Direct
Memory Access (RDMA) method for node to node communication. When InfiniBand is used to connect nodes, the
system can execute I/O operations without interrupting the central processor of a distributed system bypassing the
kernel and saving processor resources for database transaction processing tasks. By utilizing IBM’s PowerHA
pureScale technology and redundant architecture, DB2 pureScale provides unmatched continuous availability for both
planned and unplanned events. In case of component failure, the failover is managed automatically and the system
recovers nearly instantaneously; redistributing the workload to surviving member nodes. The remaining members
continue processing transactions and only a small number of “in-flight” transactions from the failed member(s) are
rolled back during automatic recovery.
GPFS is the underlying file system of IBM’s DB2® PureScale offering for businesses with applications running on
DB2 that require on-demand storage growth and continuous availability without any changes to the existing
applications. GPFS allows the DB2 engine to run on several host computers that cooperate to provide coherent access
to database clients from any of the member nodes. Automatic load balancing takes care of client re-routing without the
client having to reconnect to a different node during load redistribution when a node is added and is removed or fails.
This kind of data sharing and availability is provided by the GPFS storage infrastructure. GPFS enables DB2 pureScale
to significantly reduce the risk and cost of business growth and provides unlimited capacity. Pairing GPFS file systems
and DB2 for Linux, UNIX, and Windows databases creates an unbeatable platform for high-performance database
systems. For further details refer to the DB2 pureScale website.

Figure 12: DB2 pureScale Architecture (Source: IBM7 )
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IBM Smart Appliance product for SAP HANA: SAP’s High-performance Analytic Appliance (HANA)
enables organizations to instantly explore and analyze all of their transactional and analytical data from virtually any
data source in near real-time. Delivered on optimized hardware, HANA realizes the efficient processing and analysis of
massive amounts of data by packaging SAP’s intelligent use of in-memory technology, columnar database design, data
compression, and massive parallel processing together with essential tools and functionality (i.e. data replication,
analytic modeling etc.), business content, and the SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence (SAP BusinessObjects
BI) solutions.

Figure 13: IBM’s System Solution for SAP NetWeaver BW Accelerator, the High-Performance
Analytic Appliance (HANA) (Source: IBM)

The four major components of this solution include IBM Blade Server, Blade Server Chassis, IBM GPFS File System
and IBM DS4700 Storage equipment. The flexibility provided by this solution enables customers to grow their
information warehouse as the data grows through smooth extension and upgrade paths in a pay as you grow model.
With the IBM Systems solution for SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse Accelerator, users can effectively process
business intelligence queries many times faster. In case of one of the customers (Newell Rubbermaid) the improvement
achieved on average was 30 to 50 times faster, and in some cases as much as a 100 percent even without specific
optimization of aggregated data. For further details on this solution refer to IBM website.

Conclusion: Smart file-based storage at scale with GPFS
Storage demands have been changing as a result of how digital information is created, stored and accessed. Information
infrastructure today must cope with increasingly large scale given the newer workloads and steady increase in the
number of enterprises that are storing information as unstructured file-based data. Unstructured data already consumes
more than 50% of all storage used and continues to further grow and outpace structured data. IT managers are striving
to create a dynamic storage environment to help them align their storage resources with stringent data access needs of
applications and users that create and access enterprise data. Organizations need to make storage a priority and start

Figure 14: Information Explosion (Source : IBM)
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from the beginning, learning about the information being stored, how it is stored and where, and what value it
represents over time to the organization. With this knowledge in hand, storage administrators can start making
decisions regarding technologies that can help them align application and user demands with business goals and
objectives.
As file-centric data and storage continues to expand rapidly, NAS is expected to follow the trend of HPC, Web serving,
and other similar industries into a scale-out model based on standard low-cost components. This is where GPFS core
competencies are. It supports single cluster file systems of multiple petabytes and runs at I/O rates of more than 100
gigabytes per second23 with next-generation targets of terabytes per second. GPFS clusters can be any combination of
Linux systems, AIX systems and Windows Server systems. It allows enterprises to reduce the cost of managing
unstructured storage environments by combining isolated islands of information, reducing data duplication, and
making more efficient use of storage components. GPFS can help improve server hardware utilization by supplying
high speed access to all of the data from any node, enabling enterprises to run any application on any node. Easy scaleout performance allows the storage infrastructure to adapt to changing workloads. For example, if nodes need to be
added the node configuration is automatically inherited from the existing system adding compute capacity with
minimal work.
By leveraging GPFS to improve storage use, optimize process workflow and simplify storage administration,
businesses can find many options for reducing the cost of storage; obtain better ROI with lower TCO. Finally, the
enhanced data availability and cross-site data replication features of GPFS help to promote risk management and
protect crucial business data. GPFS provides the foundation for a dynamic high-performance scalable file management
solution that has been deployed not only in high performance computing clusters but is increasingly seeing adoption
and application beyond HPC markets. For current information on IBM GPFS please refer to
http://www.ibm.com/systems/gpfs
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IBM GPFS Research homepage http://www.almaden.ibm.com/storagesystems/projects/gpfs/
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